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Jenner case reignited by a note
Man arrested in brother’s
killing signaled willingness
to talk to sheriff’s officials
By JULIE JOHNSON, RANDI
ROSSMANN AND PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Shaun
Gallon
Forestville man
suspected in 2004
Jenner slayings

Soon after Shaun Gallon was jailed
as a suspect in the March killing of
his brother, detectives told him they
wanted to talk about another crime
— the killing 13 years earlier of a

young Midwestern couple camping
at a Jenner beach.
Gallon, 38, didn’t talk then. But
weeks later, the Forestville man
handed a Sonoma County jail guard
a note, according to sources knowledgeable about the case.
The note set in motion a series
of interviews between Gallon and
detectives about the 2004 shooting
deaths of Lindsay Cutshall, 22, and
her fiancé, Jason Allen, 26, as they
slept on the sand at Fish Head Beach.
What had been a stalled investiga-

tion shifted into high gear. On May 1,
a team of search-and-rescue volunteers began searching a dense thicket off a west Sonoma County road,
eventually finding evidence linked to
the killings, just as Gallon said they
would, sources said.
By May 5, Sonoma County Sheriff
Steve Freitas was behind a lectern
announcing Gallon “had information about the killings that no other
person could have known and we
have located evidence that corroborated his statement.

“We feel confident we have Jason’s
and Lindsay’s killer in custody,” Freitas said.
Gallon has yet to be charged with
the killings, despite strong statements by Freitas and other sheriff’s
officials pointing to him as the shooter. It likely will take months before
detectives finish their investigation
and seek formal charges, said Lt.
Tim Duke, who oversees the sheriff’s
violent crime investigations unit.
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Clash over SR’s priorities

Hackers
hit more
than 74
countries
Stolen NSA tools used
to carry out large-scale
ransomware assault
BY NICOLE PERLROTH
AND DAVID E. SANGER
NEW YORK TIMES
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Fleuron, Inc. executive director Brandon Levine, left, and managing director Aron Mihaly are hoping to bring their cannabis cultivation operation
to a building along Maxwell Court in Santa Rosa. The say the property, which once housed a sign fabrication company, is a perfect location.

Cannabis cultivation business worrying some developers
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

wo of Santa Rosa’s top priorities — building new housing and legalizing cannabis
businesses — are colliding in a simmering
land-use dispute that could affect future development around the city’s new downtown SMART
rail station.
A company planning to grow medical cannabis
in an industrial building near downtown is getting
pushback from housing developers who claim
the project threatens the city’s long-term plans
to build high-density housing near the Railroad
Square station.
It’s the latest example of how state legalization
efforts and the city’s welcoming posture toward
the cannabis industry is triggering a “green rush”

of investment likely to transform the city’s economy and neighborhoods for years to come.
“Cannabis, in some ways, has changed the industrial and light industrial landscape,” city planner Andy Gustavson said. “We’re kind of in this
interesting moment. Can industrial uses continue
to be complementary to, or will they frustrate the
development of, residential uses?”
Developer Rick Deringer has some pretty strong
opinions on that subject. He’s is trying to build a
185-unit apartment project about 1,000 feet away
from a proposed cannabis cultivation project
on Maxwell Court. He thinks allowing cannabis
businesses into the area is an abysmal idea and
contrary to the city’s plans to transition the industrial area to residential uses over time.
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Developer Rick Deringer wants
to build an apartment project
near a proposed cannabis
cultivation project
on 60 Maxwell Court.

SAN FRANCISCO — Hackers
exploiting malicious software
stolen from the National Security Agency executed damaging cyberattacks Friday that hit
dozens of countries worldwide,
forcing Britain’s public health
system to send patients away,
freezing computers at Russia’s
Interior Ministry and wreaking
havoc on tens of thousands of
computers elsewhere.
The attacks amounted to an
audacious global blackmail attempt spread by the internet and
underscoring the vulnerabilities
of the digital age.
Transmitted via email, the malicious software locked British
hospitals out of their computer
systems and demanded ransom
before users could be let back in
— with a threat that data would
be destroyed if the demands
were not met.
By late Friday the attacks had
spread to more than 74 countries, according to security firms
tracking the spread. Kaspersky
Lab, a Russian cybersecurity
firm, said Russia was the worsthit, followed by Ukraine, India
and Taiwan. Reports of attacks
also came from Latin America
and Africa.
The attacks appeared to be the
largest ransomware assault on
record, but the scope of the damage was hard to measure. It was
not clear if victims were paying the ransom, which began at
about $300 to unlock individual
computers, or even if those who
did pay would regain access to
TURN TO HACKERS » PAGE A2

Trump warning prompts questions
Tweet said Comey ‘better
hope’ there are no tapes
of their conversations
BY PETER BAKER
AND MICHAEL D. SHEAR
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump on Friday warned
James Comey, the former FBI director he fired this week, against
leaking anything negative about
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“James Comey better
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The suggestion that the pres- hope that there are no ‘tapes’
ident may be surreptitiously of our conversations before
recording his meetings or tele- he starts leaking to the press!”
phone calls added a sensational Trump wrote on Twitter.
Trump appeared to be refernew twist at the end of a week
that roiled Washington. The ring to a report in the New York
president and his spokesman
later refused to say whether he
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President Donald Trump and former FBI Director James Comey shake
hands on Jan. 22 during a reception at the White House in Washington.
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